UNLV CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
Taras Krysa, Music Director & Conductor

The Chamber Orchestra at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas is comprised of undergraduate/graduate music majors/minors in the UNLV College of Fine Arts as well as non-music majors.

The mission of this performing ensemble is threefold:

1. To train music majors to become professional performers and teachers;
2. To introduce non-music majors to higher quality music making;
3. To enrich the cultural life of UNLV and the greater Las Vegas community.

The UNLV chamber orchestra presents a number of programs each season that include a variety of the orchestral standard repertoire, ranging from early Baroque through modern contemporary.
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Six pieces for Strings
B. Bartok
(1881-1945)

Vocalise
S. Rachmaninov
(1873-1943)

Soloist - Cecilia Lopez soprano

String Serenade in C Major, Op. 48
P. Tchaikovsky
(1840-1893)

I. Pezzo di Forma Di Sonatina
II. Valse
III. Elegie
IV. Finale (Tema Russo)
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